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Software
all or part of the programs, procedures, rules, and
associated documentation of an information
processing system.
Poor or missing specifications (= documentation) are the most
common reason for wasted time and money in software
development projects. Poor or missing documents make
software maintenance slow, expensive and vulnerable. They
make also project estimation and productivity measurement
almost impossible.

Software
size
measurement:
As a Scpe Manager, this was my starting
point to begin re-thinking the
importance of a PRD. Why is such a
simple task as software size
measurement so often so difficult? My
30+ years of experience tell that it’s not
because of poor or inapplicable size
measurement methods (i.e. the five
ISO/IEC standards). Usually it’s because
of poor documents.
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Based on the PRD, and the
method I used, the size of this
software is...

Audience: The users of Product Document?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product owner –person or group making business decisions related to specifications
Sponsor – person accepting business decisions
Business analyst – author and reviewer of specifications
IT architect – supporting and guiding business analysts and product owner
Developer team member – programmer and unit-tester, reader and reviewer of
specifications
Tester – checking the compatibility of the system against the specifications
End-user – learning how and when to use the system
Experienced end-user – requesting changes to functions of the system
Scope manager – a measurement expert supporting product owner and sponsor
Maintainer – keeping the system and its environment working and up-to-date

Product life-cycle: when are the documents needed?
During a software intensive system life-cycle
major use cases of Product Document occur
various times.
Budgeting the system acquisition and sending
out the requests for proposals to potential
vendors happen usually just once. Same in the
end of life-cycle, when the product owner starts
to plan replacing the whole system with another.

The larger the system, the more different
development and enhancement projects occur
during the product life-cycle.

Product life-cycle: Major use cases of Product Document?

Other use cases during the product life-cycle are e.g. acceptance testing, change request, starting to implement a
new feature, measuring the achieved productivity of a project or a sprint, changing a developer or maintainer or
the whole team.

Impact of development approach: what should be
defined to ensure success?
This is relevant only for development and enhancement projects during the product
life-cycle. Interesting combinations are:
Different development approaches allow
different maturity for the available
specifications. Some of the combinations
look insane (i.e. agile fixed price), but
they still exist. SCRUM brings into the
picture more events to check
documents: Starting a new sprint and
Retrospective.

What is in a Good Product Document?
This is strong recommendation from FiSMA Scope Manager Forum. Each chapter
of the Product Document has great importance for at least one important
stakeholder group of the system (users, developers, product owner,…).
You can always challence this
recommendation: E.g. “We don’t need
overview chapter, because everybody
knows what is this system about”, or “We
don’t write user stories, because there
will be no new users ever, and the
testers know how and what to test”.

How to evaluate the “goodness” of Product Document?
FiSMA Scope Manager Forum has agreed about set of best practices, that should
be applied to provide good enough system and software specifications, i.e. a Good
Product Document.
We have collected 50 statements, that
are either true or false to all Product
Documents. They are divided to all
seven chapters: Overview 5, User
groups 4, User stories 3, Business
processes 8, Use cases 8, Data
functions 7, and Service functions 15.
Number of positive answers tells the
quality of Product Document (e.g. 23/50)

How does the self-assessment tool work?
Overview with its 5 statements is here the example chapter:

Number of positive answers
is 4/5, telling that there is still
some work to do, but not bad
at all. However, many people
in the “audience” need to get
the system structure and
architecture definition before
they can continue their tasks.

Other examples of best practice statements 1

Other examples of best practice statements 2

Conclusions
•

•

Product Document self assessment helps the Product Owner to improve specifications
instantly, and gives ideas for process improvement to succeed in long-term.
A good Product Document allows
•
•
•
•
•

•

Through all above, a good Product Document helps Sponsor to
•
•
•

•

Effective development
Reliable testing
Effective user training
Effective maintenance
Easy functional size measurement
Save money
Save time-to-market
Improve quality

Note! No documents are written only for measurement purposes, but if you cannot
measure functional size of software from documents, no one can develop software from
them.

Thank you!
and my apologises that I cannot give you the web-address of the free
self-assessment tool now. That’s because of minor technical problems
with WP, javascrit, new security updates and lack of technical skills. The
problems should be solved on next Monday. If you are really interested
in trying the tool, please send me an email and I’ll send you the link.
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